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Abstract: In the current sports training process, trainers use the less difficult video replay and 
analysis management method to explain the action essentials for athletes, which is not intuitive 
and scientific enough to meet the needs of trainers for sports effect evaluation. In view of this 
problem, this paper studies the sports video analysis and recognition process in the process of 
sports training, and uses the adaptive threshold moving target separation algorithm based on 
particle filter prediction to achieve the adaptive separation of moving targets. Through the particle 
filter technology to track the athletes' motion, shape the motion model, and predict the position of 
different important joint points in the follow-up motion video frame according to the motion model 
to complete the follow-up motion video frame tracking. The method of conditional random field 
is used to realize the action recognition in sports training video. Experimental results show that 
this method has high action recognition rate and low false separation rate. 
Key words: data mining; Physical training; Diversified teaching; Teaching mode; 
0 Introduction 

With the rapid development of science and technology, people pay more and more attention 
to improving the quality of sports training by means of science and technology[1]. In the past, the 
trainer used the less difficult video replay and analytic management to explain the key points of 
the movement for the athletes is not intuitive and scientific, lack of authenticity and interaction, 
and can not meet the basic evaluation requirements for the athletes' movement norms and training 
results. But sports videos can extract the training parameters of athletes[2]. It can also analyze the 
training parameters by building models and observing training actions, and obtain the analysis 
results of the athletes' training actions, so as to ensure the athletes can understand their own 
shortcomings intuitively, and improve the quality of sports training according to the guidance of 
the coach. 
1 Identification method of diversified teaching mode of physical training in Colleges and 
Universities 
1.1 Mining the characteristics of physical training teaching in Colleges and Universities 

The traditional sports training video analysis is carried out through real-time observation and 
analysis by human eyes, and its defects and limitations are self-evident[3]. The main purpose of 
sports training analysis is to find the spatial and temporal correlation of the video images through 
the comprehensive analysis of athletes' training and competition videos, so as to obtain the human 
kinematics parameters, and find the improved spatial information expected by coaches and 
athletes, so as to provide help for further scientific guidance of training[4]. The design and 
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implementation of sports video analysis in sports training based on software development platform 
has relatively high practicability and reliability. 

In traditional sports training, the level progress of individual trainees depends on the trainees' 
own understanding and practice and the coaches' teaching according to their aptitude. That is to 
say, for the same exercise content, different trainees have different learning progress and different 
prone to make mistakes[5]. Coaches need to arrange personalized training content and instructions 
for trainees in the process of continuous interaction with trainees, so as to help trainees achieve 
the expected goal more efficiently. This paper makes a rough modeling of this traditional sports 
training process. It specifically includes four modules: domain knowledge module to distinguish 
different sports disciplines (digitization of sports knowledge expression), trainee module to record 
trainees' information and personalized training, and sports evaluation module to accurately 
evaluate trainees' every sports performance (digitization of sports performance record), and a 
controller (digitization of training content / instruction generation) for generating specific feedback 
instructions and practice content[6]. Among them, the sports evaluation module is related to domain 
knowledge, that is, the corresponding domain knowledge and sports evaluation methods are 
generally different for different sports events. The construction method of the trainee model is 
consistent in different projects, but the function values of different trainees in the model are 
different, which reflects their different exercise habits[7]. The controller module embodies the 
generation method of interactive training and personalized feedback. The four modules are 
interrelated, but most of the existing studies only focus on the corresponding functions of some 
modules. 

domain 
knowledge

Trainees
Sports 

evaluation

controller

 
Fig. 1 Rough modeling of traditional sports training 
Sports evaluation is a process of calculating skill index scores from real-time performance. 

Compared with motor features, the definition of skill index is more abstract and its calculation is 
more complex[8]. It is worth noting that, because a certain exercise content is not strongly related 
to all skill indicators, according to the real-time performance of a single exercise content, only the 
value of related skill indicators can be calculated, expressed as h(p). e(m) reflects the absolute 
quantity of skill indicators rather than increment[9]. The relationship of the three levels can be 
expressed as a formula 

ˆ ( ) ( ( ))y h p h e m   (1) 

The trainee's own skill level is ytra, and the symbol is introduced by the trainee's action 
response. For y and ytra. Common index values do data fusion, while ytra. Other indicators of the 
value insurance. 

ˆtra tray y y    (2) 
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The selection of exercise content includes groups refy  and the difficulty is  ix  There are 

two levels[10]. The selected group needs to be able to exercise the most deficient skill indicators of 
trainees. The specific formula is listed in the table below. 

    * w argmax relu
i

i
ref tra

x

x y y x 
 (3)

 

Among them, the relu function means that the negative value in the vector is zero while the 
other elements remain unchanged, and w means the inner product of two vectors[11]. After the 
group is determined, the practice difficulty will be positioned as the trainee's progress in the last 
practice of the group[12]. When the trainee's real-time performance in a certain difficulty of a certain 
group meets the requirements, the difficulty progress of the group is updated, and the 
corresponding skill level is updated. 
1.2 Recognition algorithm of diversified teaching characteristics in physical training 

The separation of moving objects in sports training video can collect and process the moving 
objects from the dynamic background, which is the basis of sports video analysis. The moving 
target in sports training video sequence separation is the athlete in the video. The adaptive 
threshold moving target separation algorithm based on particle filter prediction is used to enhance 
the accuracy of moving target acquisition[13]. The specific process is: firstly, the foreground image 
in the video is separated by the three frame difference method, and the background is projected 
into the adjacent video frames according to the camera steady-state motion model to obtain the 
background separation image of each frame. According to the functional correction training 
program designed by the motor function correction training module, the effect of motor function 
correction training was standardized. The evaluation index of sports function correction training 
effect is established, as shown in Table 1. 
Table 1 Evaluation Index of Effect of Corrective Training of Sports Function 

Training 
content 

Training purpose 
Return value 

Physical 
fitness 

Increased abdominal 
oblique muscle and 
abdominal muscle 
stability. 

2 

Muscle Strength training 1 

Power 
Strengthening muscle 
strength 

1 

The moving target is further separated by deleting the background. Because of the similarity 
between the foreground image and the background image, in order to avoid the separation of 
moving objects in the foreground image from the background image, it is necessary to separate the 
coordinate range of the foreground image, and obtain the frame threshold of the background image 
which is not in the coordinate range of the foreground image according to the particle filter method, 
Thus, the adaptive threshold separation of moving targets is completed[14]. The foreground target 
separated by three frame difference method is interfered by noise, which will cause false 
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separation. After filtering, it can be used as the operation standard of adaptive threshold 
separation[15]. Then, according to the prediction scheme of particle filter, the foreground coordinate 
interval of other frames is predicted according to the frame separation result at this time, and the 
offset state between the image pixel and the foreground coordinate interval is added to it, which is 
set as the foreground separation probability of the pixel in other frames. Based on this probability, 
the adaptive separation threshold can be calculated. The probability of using three frame difference 
method to separate background points is high. 

*
,

0.1

0.5

0.9
L jP x


 

  (4)

 

The analysis formula can obtain the probability that the pixel points are separated into the 
background. For the pixel point P adjacent to the image boundary, it is not clear that it is the 
background. At this time, it is necessary to set the median value of i+m. The mean filtering method 
can restrain the bad j+n of noise. The new background separation probability is:  

1 1

,
1 1

1
( , ) ( , )

9f L j
m n

P i j P P i m j n
 

   
 (5)

 

The purpose of moving object separation in sports training video is to track the moving object 
accurately, and the purpose of tracking is to collect the motion parameters of athletes' body joints 

from sports training video tX . The adaptive particle filter algorithm is used to track the sports 

video in the process of sports training and shape the human skeleton model  . The human motion 

model can predict the immediate motion state according to the motion state of the previous frames 

tW . The sports trend and times in the process of sports training are regular[16]. Therefore, the 

second-order autoregressive movement model is established for sports training. 

1 1 2at t t t tX X X bX W      (6) 

Where: X is used to describe the motion characteristics; t represents different motion frame 
times; b represents the feature dimension; a represents the relative time dimension. In the process 
of sports training, the particle filter technology is used to track athletes' motion and motion 
parameters[17]. The particles need to be initialized first, and the important joint points to be tracked 
in the first frame and the next frame of video tracking need to be identified manually, and different 
joint point particles are initialized. Then, the matching motion model is built based on the position 
of each joint point. The position and weight of particles at different important joint points in the 
subsequent motion video frame are predicted according to the motion model. If the particle weight 
is higher than the threshold value, it indicates that the motion model is inaccurate and the motion 
model should be completed in time. Otherwise, the tracking position of each important node is 
obtained according to the position and weight of different particles, and the motion model is 
adjusted to track the subsequent motion video frame[18]. The sports parameters and posture 
parameters can describe the sports state of sports training, which is an important evaluation item 
to analyze whether the athletes' sports training movements are reasonable or not. The motion 
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parameters generally have the instantaneous velocity and acceleration of different joints; The 
motion parameters generally have the geometric relationship between the height, angle and body 
parts of the joint points of the body[19]. The results of the calculation of the sports parameters and 
the action parameters in the sports model can provide scientific basis for the athletes to analyze 
the rationality of sports training. The specific process is as follows: 

The reference coordinate system is established by using the static coordinate system and the 
motion coordinate system, in which the z-axis is oriented to the paper according to the right-hand 
coordinate system, and the origin of the x-axis static coordinate system is the J1 joint point of the 
sports training athletes in the original axis specification[20]. The y-axis motion coordinate system 
is the coordinate system set for each joint point of the athlete, and the center point of the joint is 
the origin. The calculation method of joint displacement is as follows 

2 11J (y )x x zx   (7) 

Where: x1 is the coordinate position of the joint point in the current image frame; x2 is the 
coordinate position of the joint point in the previous frame. The camera static motion model 
between two frames can be expressed as 

x ax by e

y cx dy f

 

 

   


   (8)
 

Where: x,y represent the coordinate value of the joint point in the current frame; x′，y′ 

represents the coordinate value of the joint point in the previous frame. Calculation of velocity and 
acceleration. The speed calculation method is as follows: 

 2 1/xv x t t  
(9)

 

Similarly, the calculation of the rotation angle and angular velocity of ay and az can be 
obtained. According to the motion coordinates of joint points given by the motion video target 
tracking results, the rotation angle of each joint is obtained by using the inverse kinematics method. 

( )xP xRP yv x    (10) 

In sports training, sports video analysis is based on computer platform, which can collect 
motion video in different operations and scientifically process video images. Video analysis can 
be installed in many ways, namely Windows and Linux. Through embedded Linux kernel 
structure, the information program of video process management and control can be loaded. The 
embedded Linux root file is sent based on can, and the motion video frame sequence is stored in 
the related directory. The main structure design includes three modules, namely user control 
module, video information acquisition module and output module. Among them, in the video 
information processing module, script and server configuration file are developed based on data 
processing, image analysis, video acquisition and other related modules. In the output module, the 
GUI human-computer interaction is used as the carrier to analyze the video and image information 
of sports training in detail, and download the image processing program in time in the development 
board, so as to promote the video analysis and software driver of sports training. Based on this, the 
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general structure model of sports video analysis in sports training is designed, as shown in the 
figure below: 

 
Fig. 2 Identification model of physical training teaching 
Hypothesis θ Represents the gradient direction of motion monitoring video image, and the 

value of direction space is 0 ° - 360 °, HGM  represents the feature of gradient histogram, θi 

represents the space of the gradient direction between 0 ° -180 ° and is characterized by hog, I 
represents the quantitative channel in the gradient direction, and the value is MHG (I), and L 
represents the number of channels. Then the calculation method of hogs is: 

i( ) ( )
2HOC HG HG

L
M i M i M i     

 
∣

 (11)
 

In order to effectively control the shortcomings of the traditional hog algorithm, diffhg Hg is 

defined in each cell of ( )BGM i . The specific algorithm is as follows: 

DywG ( ) ( )
2HG BG

L
M i M i M i

    
 

∣
 (12)

 

1
2

L
i L  

 (13)
 

From it, you can get the exhog in the cell, which is: 

Difif 

( ),1
2( )

( ), 1
2

HOC

ExHOG

D

L
M i i

M i
L

M i i

   
  
  (14)

 

Among them, MHOG (i), 
Difif 

( )DM i  and ( )ExHOGM i  represent the permission values of gradient 

histogram features in channel I in the monitoring area. In the process of video acquisition, due to 
the randomness of the external environment and motion process, the interference becomes more 
and more diversified and complicated. There is too much noise left in the monitoring image, and 
the extracted Hg behavior features derive a large gradient peak value. Therefore, image 
interference processing must be carried out. Among them, hog and diffhg are obtained based on 
Hg features, so there will be too large peak, resulting in too much noise interference in exhog 
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features. Therefore, after the cell extracts the Hg feature, it is necessary to properly process the 
gradient histogram of the monitoring area by using L2 norm normalization to interrupt the gradient 
peak in the histogram in time. After processing, the exhog feature controls the gradient peak and 
noise interference to a great extent. 
1.3 Realization of diversified teaching identification in college physical training 

Sports training and physical education belong to the same water. The scientific basis for their 
implementation is the law of human adaptability, and the theoretical basis behind this law is the 
law of growth and development and metabolism in physiology. People in the process of 
participating in sports activities, due to a certain amount of exercise load, resulting in changes in 
the internal environment of the machine. The body energy from reduction to recovery will go 
through three different stages. The first stage "working stage": participating in sports activities and 
bearing a certain training load, the dissimilation effect of internal environment is strengthened, and 
the energy reserve is decreased; The second stage is "relative recovery stage": after appropriate 
rest and adjustment, the assimilation of the body is strengthened again and the energy reserve is 
increased; The third stage "excess recovery stage": after further adjustment and rest, the body's 
energy reserve exceeds the original level. The above two and three stages are the good performance 
of the human body in adapting to the exercise load. This adaptive feature provides a theoretical 
basis for sports training and physical education teaching, and how to arrange the means, methods 
and load of implementation in order to promote the improvement of trainers' skill level. However, 
for physical education teaching, the teaching object is ordinary students. Usually, the load 
arrangement in physical education curriculum mainly follows the principle of moderation. For 
sports training, we should always consider whether the load arrangement can produce appropriate 
depth or measurement for the trainer's body, so that the load can gradually approach the trainer's 
personal extreme value, but at the same time, we should leave room for it, which has high 
requirements for coaches' differential training, differential treatment and sports monitoring ability. 

In the sports video analysis of sports training, the key part is target tracking, which is an 
important data component of video analysis. Under the influence of real-time changes in shooting 
conditions, the visual angle of sports video target and background will change. There are 
significant differences in target analysis data from different visual angles, and the analysis results 
will be different. However, for sports competition, the data is effective and can fully reflect various 
postures and movements of athletes. Therefore, in target tracking, we should use multiple trackers 
to collect data in an all-round way. The design structure of sports video analysis target tracking 
model for sports training is shown in the figure 3. 
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Fig. 3 Structure of the target tracking and recognition model in physical education 

teaching and training 
The target tracking model is divided into several sub models, namely basic motion and 

behavior observation. Among them, the target of basic motion is to extract the rule of motion 
target, while the target of behavior observation is to further refine the basic motion model. The 
specific playing process of a sports video is shown in figure 4. 

 
Fig. 4 Feature mining process of college sports video 
It can be seen from the figure that sports video playback needs to take playback detection and 

playback thread creation as the carrier. When the sports training video cannot be played normally, 
it will temporarily interrupt the video through the callback function, and then play the video again. 
When the video is played normally, a playback thread is created to promote the consistency of 
video targets. Synchronous real-time tracking of multiple dynamic targets is mainly to ensure that 
multiple targets can be extracted at the same time, so as to improve the level of behavior analysis 
and target tracking. The process of multi dynamic target synchronous tracking is shown in the 
figure 5. 
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 Fig. 5 
Multi dynamic target synchronous tracking process of physical education teaching and 
training 

From the figure 5, after the moving video target is determined, the module will start to run. 
By intercepting multi-objective images, the target point can be tracked in all directions and real-
time, and then the output can be saved in the form of log. Looking at the division of each 
development stage of school physical education and competitive sports training, we should 
abandon the traditional closed branch parallel development mode. The development stages are not 
pure critical succession, but nested link areas. The physical education in the middle of each stage 
nested link area is the basic preparation for the latter stage to accept and better adapt to the next 
stage of sports training. In the two stages of development, there are differences between the sports 
education in different stages and the competitive development stages, whether it is the training 
purpose or the training task. This difference provides space for the professional development of 
sports training graduates. Therefore, the graduates of sports training can enter school sports after 
graduation, take charge of the training of the students in the school team, and give full play to the 
outstanding special training and teaching ability of the graduates of sports training. In this way, it 
not only solves the contradiction that ordinary PE teachers can not bring high-level training team, 
but also promotes and improves the echelon construction of the reserve talents training of 
competitive sports. It not only ensures the continuity and continuity of students in the whole 
process of multi-year physical training, but also opens up the employment dilemma faced by the 
graduates of sports training major. 
2 Analysis of experimental results 

According to the experimental requirements, the corresponding automatic serve machine, 
inertial motion capture and optical motion capture are selected, and the reflective treatment of table 
tennis and racket is described in the table 2. 

Table 2 Selection of experimental equipment 

Equipment 
Brand 
and 
model 

Experimental needs Additional treatment 

Optical 
dynamic 
capture 

Nokov 
High frame rate to capture 
trajectory key points, good 
stability 

Sweep the site regularly and 
clean the site before using 

Serve 
machine 

OUKEI 
Adjustable up and down spin 
serve, fixed point serve 

Adjust or replace the tightness 
of rotating roller regularly 
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Inertial 
dynamic 
capture 

Legacy 
Output the pose and position 
of the main human bones at a 
high frame rate 

Pressure insoles provide more 
accurate contact judgment 

Racket 
Double 
happiness 

It did not affect the 
performance of the subjects 

Stick reflective points on the 
edge and handle of the racket 

Table 
Tennis 

Double 
happiness 

Same as training ball 
The surface of the ball is 
evenly covered with reflective 
material 

The mentioned optical motion capture lens, whole body inertial motion capture suit, service 
machine, reflective ball, reflective racket, etc. are marked in the figure. The weight of table tennis 
covered with reflective materials is larger than that of ordinary balls, and the corresponding 
elasticity, inertia and other indicators will change slightly. However, after a short period of 
adaptation, trainees can generally get used to the changes of the ball. Collect motion video 
information through embedded devices and further detect data. Take the interface as the carrier, 
reasonably set motion video parameters, collect video information, and realize human-computer 
interaction based on Visualization mode. The performance index of sports video analysis based on 
sports training is shown in the table 3. 
Table 3 System performance index 

Frame 100 200 300 500 1000 

Traditional 
methods 

Extraction 
rate 

65.35 76.64 89.94 78.05 89.04 

Recall 76.31 81.24 90.25 80.28 86.35 

Research 
methods 

Extraction 
rate 

98.27 97.26 98.33 99.89 98.06 

Recall 96.37 99.11 99.93 98.37 95.37 
It can be seen from the table 3 that with the gradual increase of the difficulty of key frame 

extraction, the recall rate also increases, which means that there is a positive correlation between 
key frame extraction and recall rate. Moreover, the key frame extraction accuracy and recall rate 
of sports video analysis based on sports training are obviously due to the traditional sports video 
analysis methods. The database adopts kth action library and ucfsports action library. The 
confusion matrices of the two experimental action libraries are identified by the method in this 
paper, and the results are shown in the table. Among them, the training data of KTH database 
adopts 35 athletes' sports training videos, and the training data of the remaining one is used as the 
test data. 36 rounds of cross detection are carried out, and the average action recognition rate is 
taken. One video of each type in the ucfsports library is randomly selected as the test video, and 
the remaining videos are used as training data for 50 rounds of cross validation, and the action 
recognition rate is taken as the average value. 
Table 4 Identification results of KTH confusion matrix by this method 

Sport type Clap your 
hands 

Practice boxing Wave Walk Jogging Run 
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Clap your hands 0.96 0 0.02    
Practice boxing 0.02 0.92 0    
Wave 0.02 0.01 0.96    
Walk    0.94 0.02 0.01 
Jogging    0.02 0.95 0.01 
Run    0.01 0.02 0.94 
According to the analysis table 4, this method can completely separate the front and back three 

types of movements in tth database, but the recognition rate of walking, jogging and fast running 
is relatively low, mainly because the difference in motion amplitude of these three types of 
movements is low, which is easy to cause misunderstanding. It can be seen from the table that the 
recognition rate of this method for all kinds of actions in the confusion table of ucfsports database 
is basically the same, and the variance of the recognition rate for all kinds of actions in the database 
is low. In order to verify the advantages of this method, chiensy method is used as a comparative 
analysis method. Chinese method integrates three frame difference and background difference to 
realize moving target recognition. The experiment takes different diving training videos of a sports 
college as the experimental analysis object, and the image resolution is 342 × 2200. The error 
separation rate of this method and chiensy method for diving training video is shown in the figure 
6. 

0

1

1.5

50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

Motion video frame

Method of 
this paper

Chiensy 
method

2

 
Fig. 6 Comparison and analysis results of recognition error in teaching and training 
The results obtained by chiensy method have significant void problems, while the results 

obtained by this method are more complete and clear. The false separation rate of this method is 
maintained at about 1%, while that of chiensy method is maintained at about 3.4%. Due to the 
interference of parameter estimation deviation in the camera static motion model on the post-
processing results, the error separation rate of chiensy method in the later stage has a significant 
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increase trend, while the error separation rate of this method has no significant change, which 
indicates that this method can achieve the accurate separation of sports video. 
3 Conclusions 

In order to ensure the scientificity and perfection of sports training guidance, measures must 
be taken to improve the efficiency and quality of guidance. Accordingly, it is imperative to design 
and develop new sports video analysis in sports training. Through the overall design, the detailed 
design based on this, and finally the performance test, the practice results show that the system has 
good reliability and stability. It can not only accurately and comprehensively describe the whole 
process of physical training, but also improve the accuracy and comprehensiveness of video key 
frame extraction, and the recall rate is very high. When it is applied to sports training guidance, its 
practicability and application value are very prominent. 
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